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A method, based on fundamental properties of chaotic dynamics, is devised for filteringin-bandnoise
of an incoming signal generated by a chaotic oscillator. Initially the2x mod 1 map is used to illustrate
the procedure and then the method is applied to recover the message encoded in a realistic chao
signal, after the transmitted signal has been contaminated with noise. [S0031-9007(97)02452-6]
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The realization that chaos can be controlled by u
ing small perturbations [1] has opened even more the
ready wide spectrum of potential applications for chao
dynamical systems. In particular, aiming at using cha
in communication, small perturbations have been used
make the symbolic dynamics of a chaotic system follow
desired symbol sequence [2]. This permits any messag
be encoded in the signal generated by a chaotic oscilla
In addition, it was experimentally demonstrated [3] th
it is indeed feasible to use a nonlinear chaotic oscilla
as the source of a digital communication signal and t
any message can be encoded and then transmitted u
chaotic oscillations. As a proof of principle, the doubl
scroll oscillator [4] was used as the experimental dev
due to its simplicity and well-known dynamics. A differ
ent approach for using chaos in communication has b
reported by several other authors [5].

A signal transmitted over a communication line,
channel, is generally subject to noise disturbances. S
noise is typically broadband, one part of its power spectr
is within the frequency range of the transmitted signal (in-
bandnoise), while the other part is outside that range (out-
of-band noise). The in-band noise poses a greater d
of difficulty than the out-of-band noise when the task
to increase the ratio of signal-to-noise power density
lowering the noise power [6]. In this Letter we describ
how fundamental properties of chaotic dynamical syste
can be used to effectively reduce the in-band noise a
the message bearing chaotic signal has been degrade
noise. Our main purpose is to show that a chaotic (noi
signal carrying a predesigned encoded message ca
filtered yielding a less noisy signal. Our practical go
is to encode a message as was shown in Ref. [2], let
message be corrupted by noise during the transmission,
then reproduce a less noisy version of the incoming cha
signal. This less noisy version is, in a measurable se
closer to the original signal before it became contamina
with noise. The dynamical basis for our ideas is that
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component of the noise in the stable direction is reduc
as one propagates forward along the chaotic signal, w
the component of the noise in the unstable direction
reduced as one propagates backward. In other wo
in the expanding direction the chaotic signal is sensit
to perturbations, whereas in the contracting direction
damps them out. We make use of this contractivenes
filter the in-band noise and, in order to implement the
ideas, we employ a method provided by chaos-contr
based synchronization, as developed in Ref. [7], to ze
in on the original signal. In this work, we demonstra
how these fundamental ideas from chaotic dynamics
be used to filter in-band noise in a simple nontrivial wa
with potential relevant technological applications [8].

Suppose that we have atransmittedsignal hxnjn[J (J
being the set of non-negative integers), generated b
chaotic oscillator, to which noisehjnjn[J is added along
the transmission process. At the receiver, theincoming
signal is hx̃n j x̃n  xn 1 jnjn[J . We want to obtain
a signal hx̂njn[J that has less noise than the incomin
signal hx̃njn[J . As a demonstration of principle and t
show how our ideas on noise filtering work, we first u
the Bernoulli shift2x mod 1 map to generate the signa
sequence to be transmitted. Gaussian noise is adde
it and, for the purpose of illustration, it is assumed th
at the filter, the equations of motion (in this case the ma
that generated the signal are known. This is reasona
since the implementations of the transmitter and of t
filter are based on the same dynamics. We show t
our filtering method lets the2x mod 1 signal pass through
without attenuation, whereas the noise is attenuated.
also estimate by how much the filter attenuates noise.

To encode a symbol sequence containing a message
label the left-hand sides0 # x ,

1
2 d of the unit interval

with the symbol “0,” and the right-hand sides 1
2 # x # 1d

with the symbol “1.” All symbol sequences are admissib
for this system and trajectories with almost all initia
conditions with respect to Lebesgue measure gene
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1247
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symbol sequences in which the binary symbols “0” a
“1” have equal likelihood. Using a binary fraction t
represent symbol sequences, each symbol sequen
mapped into the real numberr 

P`
n1 bn22n (referred

to as the symbolic state of the system), wherebn is the
nth binary symbol generated by the dynamics. We wan
specific symbol sequence, one carrying a message, say
word “chaos.” Using the seven-bit ASCII character s
the decimal binary sequencerch  0.0110001101101000
represents the first two letters “ch.” The symbol “0” h
been added to initialize each seven-bit character and
the whole word “chaos” is represented by a sequence
40 symbols. For the particular case of the charac
“ch,” its decimal binary sequence is the finite precisi
number 0.388 306. The next iterate of the2x mod 1 map is
0.766 611, which is equivalent to “left shifting” the decim
binary sequence to 0.1100011011010000 and deleting
bit to the left of the decimal point. The first bit to th
right of the decimal point (most significant bit) define
whetherr $

1
2 or r ,

1
2 . It is possible to control the

sequence of points at the transmitter in order to maker to
be above or below the partition valuer 

1
2 in a desired

sequence, an operation that can be executed with trajec
perturbations [2,3,9]. Any desired binary sequence
be produced, meaning that any desired message ca
encoded. In Fig. 1 the word “chaos” is represented
the squares as it was encoded by the transmitter,
as this message is transmitted through the channe
becomes corrupted by noise, here introduced as add
8.5% normally distributed random deviates. The no
signal is represented in Fig. 1 by circles, and the no
disturbances eventually can kick a point (located closes
r  0 andr  1) out of the unit interval. This difficulty
is overcome by extending the interval to the real valu

FIG. 1. The Bernoulli shift2x mod 1 map with the encode
word “chaos” to be transmitted (squares), and the same si
with additive Gaussian noise (circles). The point denoted
the filled square on the “1” side of the map is kicked to t
“0” side (filled circle) of the map because of noise.x̂L

i and x̂R
i

correspond to the two preimages ofx̃i11.
1248
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(negative values belowr  0, and positive values above
r  1). The noise disturbances can also kick a po
over the partition, in which case the wrong symbol w
be assigned at the receiver. The points that are m
vulnerable to this difficulty are those located nearest
r 

1
2 . In this case we adopt the following approac

Consider, for instance, the point denoted in Fig 1 by t
filled square corresponding to the third bit to the rig
of the decimal point. This point (xi  0.553 238 .

1
2 ,

xi11  0.106 491) corresponds to the symbol “1.” With
additive Gaussian noise it becomes (x̃i  0.467 611 ,

1
2 ,

x̃i11  0.247 353), which corresponds to the symbol “0,
in Fig. 1 denoted by the filled circle. Similar problem
happens with three other points in the 40-bit sequence.
overall consequence is that at the receiver, without no
reduction, three symbols will be switched and the wo
“Gbaob” will be received instead of “chaos.” To recove
the signal (and hence the word “chaos” to be read corre
at the receiver), we need to filter the noise. This is do
by repeatedly performing our filtering procedure, whic
for each application of the filter, consists of backwa
iterating each point of the message. Therefore one pic
for instance, the point mentioned above (filled circle
Fig. 1) with coordinatessx̃i , x̃i11d. To obtain a less noisy
estimate of this point, we backward iterate it. Eac
backward iteration makes use of the contractiveness of
dynamics along the unstable direction. However, not
that the map is noninvertible, and therefore the backw
iteration for this process is not so trivial. For one itera
there are two preimages for each point, and for the po
we chose as example, the two preimages arex̂L

i and x̂R
i ,

whereL andR stand for “left” and “right,” respectively.
The preimage to be picked is the one located closes
x̃i . For this example, the two preimages of the ordina
x̃i11 are x̂L

i 
x̃i11

2 and x̂R
i 

x̂i11

2 1
1
2 . We comparẽxi

to x̃i11

2 1
1
4 (halfway between the two preimages). Ifx̃i

is greater thanx̃i11

2 1
1
4 , we pick x̃i11

2 1
1
2 ; otherwise, we

pick x̃i11

2 . Here we pickx̂R
i 

x̃i11

2 1
1
2  0.623 676 as

the filtered abscissa of the point. The filtered ordina
(which is the same as the filtered abscissa of the next po
is obtained by following the same steps now consider
the ordinate of the next pointsx̃i11  0.247 335, x̃i12 
0.078 351d, represented in Fig. 1 by the circle with
“3” (the corresponding noiseless point is represented
the square with a “3”). After backward iteration of
hx̃i12j and decision for preimage picking we obtainx̂i11 
0.039 176. The filtered point is represented in Fig. 1 b
the “p” mark, already on the right-hand side of the ma
where it belongs. For the next filtered point the procedu
is repeated, and all the way to the last point of the messa
completing in this manner the first iterate of the filte
In practice, it can be easily implemented experimenta
and quickly executed in a circuit using discrete-anal
electronics. In the second iterate, we start with the fi
filtered point and go all the way through to the last usi
the same procedure. For the same point we are work
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with, its position after this second iteration is represent
in Fig. 1 by the “1” mark, and it is visible that each iterate
of the filter brings the point closer to its original positio
(filled square) before noise was added. After just fo
iterations of the filter, the ratio of signal-to-noise powe
density goes up by a factor of 270. This, more than
orders of magnitude increase in the ratio of signal-to-no
power density, is due to the zeroing in effect of the inver
process. Since the slope of the map is 2, the filter shrin
noise by a factor of 2 at each filter iteration. The idea
that if there is a point on the trajectory within a distanc
e of the true2x mod 1 point, its preimage lies within a
distanceey2. Repeating the procedure for the same po
on the next filtering iterate one gets another factor of
The noise standard deviation is reduced by a factor
2 in each preiterate. The signal, however, obeying t
dynamics passes unaltered through the filter, with unit ga
The ratio of signal-to-noise power density is multiplied b
a factor of 4 in each iterate of the filter.

So, by using the discrete-time2x mod 1 map, we have
demonstrated how our ideas on noise filtering can
implemented. We now apply our filtering procedur
to a more realistic and more significant model tha
the 2x mod 1 map, namely, the continuous-time signa
produced by the Lorenz system [10] (with the standa
parameter valuess  10, b  8y3, and R  28). Its
attractor is basically a two-lobe structure, and, if w
associate each cycle of an attractor lobe with a bina
symbol, then it becomes a source of almost equally like
symbol sequences. For instance, by labeling one lo
with the symbol “0” and the other with the symbol “1,”
each time the system cycles on the “0” lobe it produces
“0,” and likewise for the “1” lobe. The sequence of cycle
on the lobes can be controlled by using a simple cont
technique [11] to generate a desired binary sequen
In doing so we have encoded the message “A mi
stretched by a new idea never shrinks back to its form
dimensions” [12] in the Lorenzxstd component. As this
signal is transmitted, it becomes infected with noise and
the receiver, time delay embedding is used to reconstr
the attractor, shown in Fig. 2. The return map is the
built by Poincaré sampling this attractor with the tw
branches of the crossing surfaces defined in same wa
in Ref. [11]. Since there is no closed algebraic formu
for this Poincaré map, we produce a piecewise line
fitting of it, preferable from the point of view of possible
technological application, as opposed to a polynom
fitting. And, as we now have the noisy return map an
a piecewise linear fitting of it, backward iterations ar
applied to each point in the same way as was done
the shift map [13]. Figure 3 shows a sequence of retu
maps, starting with the clean map, followed by the noi
map, then after 2 iterates and after 5 iterates of the filt
as indicated. The power spectrum density of the cle
xstd signal is shown in Fig. 4, curve denoted by the lett
a. Curve b represents the power spectrum density
the in-band white Gaussian noise [14] that was added
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FIG. 2. Lorenz attractor built by applying time delay embed
ding to thexstd noisy signal. The two lines intersecting the
lobes represent two branches of a Poincaré surface of sectio
which the binary symbols “0” and “1” have been associated.

the xstd clean signal. After five iterations of the filter,
the ratio of signal-to-noise power density is raised by
factor of 680. The power spectrum of the residual noi
is depicted in Fig. 4 by curvec.

The present method’s convergence depends on the n
statistics and on the system dynamics. For example,
the shift map it is possible to control the system on a su
set of the natural invariant set that avoids the neighborho
of the pointxn 

1
2 . If the noise density is uniform and

not too big, there will never be errors and convergen
is guaranteed to the correct signal. More general ca
depend on the noise density function and on the dyna
ics of the transmitter. Also, this method can, in princ
ple, be extended to higher-dimensional systems. In th
case both backward and forward iterations are necess

FIG. 3. Return maps built from the clean signal, from th
noisy signal, from the signal after 2 iterates of the filter, an
after 5 iterates, as indicated.
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FIG. 4. Power spectrum density of the Lorenz signal prior t
noise addition (curvea), of the white Gaussian in-band noise
(curveb), and of the noise residue (curvec) after five 5 iterates
of the filter.

backward along the unstable direction, forward along th
stable direction.

In conclusion, this single input filter has no equivalen
in traditional filtering theory [15]. It takes advantage
of the nonlinear character of the signal and remov
noise in a way that cannot be done with convention
digital signals. For the purpose of practical technologic
applications, it seems that placing several single inp
filters in series (cascade form) is desirable. In fact, if th
channel is too noisy, it is indispensable to clean the sign
periodically along the transmission process.
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